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                          For the love of
         PETS

                                       For over 40 years, we’ve helped bring dogs and their owners closer together.

                                      Find out how
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                          Keep them 
         Wagging

                                      Every dog's different. We'll help you find the right approach for yours.

                                      Tell us about them
                      

        
  

          
          
                          Award-winning products and iconic pet brands

                                      From leads and collars to shampoos and toothbrushes, our products make every part of life with your pet more enjoyable.

                                      Meet the brands
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                          Let's go
         Green

                                      From packaging and supply chain improvements, to water usage and waste management, sustainability is at the heart of our future.

                                      Find out more
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            Attention, dog lovers! 🐾 We're thrilled to anno
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Attention, dog lovers! 🐾 We're thrilled to announce the arrival of our NEW Halti Training Lead and Halti Headcollar colours!  Introducing Cobalt Blue, Forest Green, Deep Walnut, Desert Sand, and Burnt Orange. Perfect for adding a pop of personality to your dogs outdoor gear!  What is your favourite new colour?   #halti #haltiwalking #haltitraining #haltiheadcollar #doglead #dogleads]
        
    



    
        
            If you're thinking about using a headcollar for yo
            	                    [image: If you're thinking about using a headcollar for your dog but not sure how to introduce it, we've got you covered! 🐶❤️  1️⃣ Start slow: Begin by letting your pup investigate the headcollar without putting it on. This helps reduce any initial fear or confusion. 2️⃣ Positive associations: Associate the headcollar with positive experiences by offering treats and plenty of praise whenever your dog interacts with it willingly. 3️⃣ Gradual introduction: Once your dog seems comfortable, try putting the headcollar on for short periods.  4️⃣ Practice patience: It's normal for your dog to resist at first. Be patient and avoid forcing the headcollar on. Instead, use gentle encouragement and rewards.  As you can see in this video Bonnie gets more and more confident in putting her snout into the headcollar and having it on her face. Next steps will be to have it fastened over short periods of time.   #halti #haltiheadcollar #haltiwalking #haltitraining #dogwalks #dogtraining]
        
    



    
        
            Yep, this is totally us! Can you relate?
            	                    [image: Yep, this is totally us! Can you relate?]
        
    



    
        
            We loved watching Doerak engage with his owner usi
            	                    [image: We loved watching Doerak engage with his owner using the Coachi Target Stick! Go team 👐  🎥 Thank you for sharing: @doerakthesheltie   #coachi #dogtraining #targetstick]
        
    



    
        
            Enough regular exercise for dogs is essential for 
            	                    [image: Enough regular exercise for dogs is essential for maintaining their ideal weight and physical and mental wellbeing ❤️  Whether you have a puppy, an adult, or a golden oldie; it is important to consider the appropriate level of dog exercises you need to put in place 🐕  Going for walks is one of the most fun aspects of dog ownership, but can you walk your dog too much?  #NationalPetMonth #dogexercise #dogwalks]
        
    



    
        
            Things people have said about muzzled dogs...

"If
            	                    [image: Things people have said about muzzled dogs...  "If you just train your dog, he wouldn't need to wear a muzzle."  Dogs might need to wear a muzzle for a number of different reasons, not because they're not 'well trained'. It could be: 🐶 For safety when a dog is frightened, ill or injured.  🐶 To prevent dogs eating things that could be harmful. 🐶 To prevent wound licking 🐶 To keep dogs, and those around them, safe.  Muzzles are a beneficial tool that can help keep both dogs and people safe in certain situations. Let’s spread awareness and break the stigma around muzzles 💖🐾  #MuzzleMisconceptions]
        
    



    
        
            Just a cocker spaniel and her ball having the BEST
            	                    [image: Just a cocker spaniel and her ball having the BEST time! 🥰🥰  'My cocker spaniel Rosie is in love with the Boomer Ball! We’ve had it for a few weeks now and she is not getting bored or is losing interest in it.   The noises she makes are hilarious. Best pet toy ever, thank you for developing something so brilliant👍🏼' - Yvonne H.   #boomerball #doglife #dogplay]
        
    



    
        
            👏🏼 HOLD 👏🏼

'What a superstar!! You ca
            	                    [image: 👏🏼 HOLD 👏🏼  'What a superstar!! You can see how much more she’s getting it here all thanks to the Coachi Training Dummy from @companyofanimals 😎  Mya and I only use this dummy for training, not free play time, when she see’s me getting it out the cupboard she starts acting like a kangaroo🕺🏽'  Thanks for sharing @myaadventurepup]
        
    



    
        
            Dog walking etiquette is essential for maintaining
            	                    [image: Dog walking etiquette is essential for maintaining a positive and respectful environment for both dog owners and the general public.   Following proper etiquette while walking your dog helps ensure everyone’s safety and enjoyment 🐕✅  How many of these tips have you considered before?  Read the full blog via the link in our bio 🔗  #dogwalking #dogwalks #dogtraining #NationalTakeaWalkintheParkDay]
        
    



    
        
            Introducing our NEW Baskerville Classic Muzzle, cr
            	                    [image: Introducing our NEW Baskerville Classic Muzzle, created using an improved Thermoplastic rubber (TPR) material, which is lighter than the classic plastic design but 4x stronger with increased durability 💪  🐶 This unique material allows the muzzle to be reshaped to a custom fit in hot water.  🐶 Comes with an additional guard insert to prevent food and wildlife scavenging on walks, eating rocks, coprophagia and wound licking after surgery.  🐶 The basket design ensures the dog's welfare by allowing them to pant, drink and play.  🐶 Has an improved padded nose piece and a secure easy-to-adjust neck strap so that dogs can be confutable wearing their muzzle.   #baskerville #baskervillemuzzle #dogmuzzle #companyofanimals]
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English - USA
English - Australia
French
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Italian 
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      Company of Animals, Halti, Baskerville, Pet Corrector, Pet Head, Coachies and Pavlov are trademarks and copyrights of the Company of Animals. ©2020 Company of Animals.

    




We use cookies on our website to improve your experience, conduct analytics, and for advertising purposes. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies.
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                            This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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